TU # 1: What emperor banished Agrippina the Younger because she was involved in the conspiracy of Gaetulicus in 39 AD?  
B1: By whom was Agrippina recalled from exile?  
B2: Who had been Agrippina’s first husband and the father of her son Nero?  

TU # 2: Which sister of Priam paid a token ransom that he might survive, which is why his name came from a form of the verb “to buy”?  
B1: What two deities did Hesione’s father Laomedon anger?  
B2: Why were Apollo and Poseidon angry with Laomedon?  

TU # 3: What common American girl's first name in Latin literally means "she who must be loved"?  
B1: What common American girl's first name in Latin literally means "she who must be admired"?  
B2: What feature on a map comes from a Latin word that means "things which must be read"?  

TU # 4: Define the Latin verb adeō.  
B1: Define the Latin adverb adeō.  
B2: Define the Latin verb adsum.

TU # 5: Listen carefully to the following paragraph, which I will read twice, and answer in English the question about it.  
Dum equus meus edit, duōs cƯvƝs vƯdƯ clƗmantƝs inter sƝ.  Alter inquit, “Verba tua sunt falsa, mendax.” Tum alter, quƯ amictus togƗ candidƗ est, iam ƯrƗtissimus clƗmat, “Tu es nƝquissimus. n ön t ê faciō floccƗ!” Subitô alius ad alium ruit et coƝpƝrunt pugnƗre ƗcerrimƝ.  

Question: What does the narrator of this story claim to own?  
B1: How do we know that one of the two arguing men is a candidate?  
B2: What do the two men do at the end of the passage?  

(score check)

TU # 6: Name the son of Thyestes and Pelopia who lived with Clytemnestra during the Trojan War.  
B1: Who was Thyestes's brother and the father of Agamemnon and Menelaus?  
B2: What niece of Atreus was the mother of Theseus?  
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TU #7: When recognized by the spotter, follow these Latin directions: 'surge et clāmā mihi Anglicē tē rēgem esse'.

PLAYER SHOULD STAND AND SHOUT THAT HE IS KING

B1: Follow these directions: iungite manūs et cantāte Anglicē "Fēlicem Nātālem Diem".

PLAYERS SHOULD JOIN HANDS AND SING 'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'

B2: Follow these directions: surge, verte ad audientēs, et simulā oscula dare

ONE PLAYER SHOULD STAND, TURN TO THE AUDIENCE, AND PRETEND KISSES

TU #8: Name the statue of Athena which safeguarded the city of Troy.

THE PALLADIUM

B1: What two Greeks stole the statue during the Trojan war?

ODYSSEUS AND DIOMEDES

B2: What captured Trojan seer had suggested this strategy?

HELENUS

TU #9: What emperor appointed Quintilian as the first state professor with an annual salary of a hundred thousand sesterces in the year 78 AD?

VESPASIAN

B1: What survey was Vespasian the last Roman emperor to conduct?

CENSUS

B2: What did Vespasian do with Stoic and Cynic philosophers during his reign?

EXPELLED THEM FROM ROME

TU #10: Give the correct form of the adjective fortis to agree with the noun form dominōrūm.

FORTIUM

B1: Give the correct form of the adjective acer to agree with the noun form senātū.

ACRĪ

B2: Give the correct form of the adjective celer to agree with the noun form rēbus.

CELERIBUS

(score check)

TU #11: Who tricked Zeus into choosing innards and bones wrapped in fat as his portion of a sacrifice offered to the gods?

PROMETHEUS

B1: What did Zeus, in anger, deny to mankind?

FIRE

B2: In what did Prometheus hide fire when he stole it from Olympus for mankind?

HOLLOW (FENNEL) STALK

TU #12: Define the Latin noun agnus.

LAMB

B1: Define the Latin noun cervus.

DEER, STAG

B2: Define the Latin noun avis.

BIRD

TU #13: At what type of structure would one have typically seen a fabula togata or a fabula palliata?

THEATER

B1: What was the difference between the two types of plays with respect to their setting?

TOGATA - ROMAN SETTING       PALLIATA - GREEK SETTING

B2: Where did these names come from?

FROM THE CLOTHING WORN IN THEM

TU #14: Translate the following sentence into English: Dum Rōmae sum, Cicerōnem vīdī.

WHILE I WAS IN ROME, I SAW CICERO

B1: ... "Dum Rōmae eris, apud Cicerōnem manēbis.

AS LONG AS YOU ARE / WILL BE IN ROME, YOU WILL STAY AT CICERO'S HOUSE.

B2: ... "Remanēbo ibi dum redeās."   I WILL REMAIN THERE UNTIL YOU RETURN
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TU #15: Define the Latin noun régnum. KINGDOM, REALM
B1: Define the Latin verb ruere. TO RUSH, HURRY
B2: Define the Latin adverb rursus. AGAIN, BACKWARDS, ON THE OTHER HAND

(score check)
TU #16: From what Latin verb with what meaning are the English words “referee” and “circumference” derived? FERRE -- TO BEAR, BRING, CARRY
B1: From what Latin verb with what meaning are the words “chisel” and “excise” derived? CAEDERE -- TO CUT, BEAT, KILL
B2: From what Latin verb with what meaning are the words “trace” and “treaty” derived? TRAHERE -- TO DRAW, DRAG

TU #17: What praetorian prefect assassinated Caracalla in the year 217 AD to become the next emperor? MACRINUS
B1: According to Dio Cassius, Macrinus, as a native of northern Africa, was the first Roman emperor to sport what type of body modification? PIERCED EAR
B2: What member of the Severan family succeeded Macrinus? ELAGABALUS

TU #18: With what object belonging to Procrustes did Theseus kill Procrustes? BED
B1: With what object belonging to Periphetes did Theseus kill Periphetes? CLUB
B2: With what objects in nature did Theseus kill Sinis, also known as Piteocamptes? (PINE) TREES

TU #19: Who in Rome would have worn white or yellow shoes with an orange veil? BRIDE
B1: Who in Rome would have worn a garment called a synthesis? A PARTY-GOER
B2: Who in Rome would have worn a garment called a toga picta? TRIUMPHANT GENERAL

(score check)
TU #20: Translate into English: "puerī puellās in viā currentēs vídērunt."
THE BOYS SAW THE GIRLS RUNNING IN THE STREET
B1: Rephrase the tossup sentence so that it says, "The boys, running in the street, saw the girls."
PUERĪ IN VIĀ CURRENTĒS PUELLĀS VĪDĒRUNT
B2: Now say in Latin, "The boys who were running in the street saw the girls."
PUERĪ QUI IN VIĀ CURRĒBANT PUELLĀS VĪDĒRUNT